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Research Question 

Did  Trump  webstrategies  connect to the" US Political Polarization"?? 

Reference 

Ida, M. (2017) . America bunretsu suji kara yomitoku daitoryo senkyo. (in Japanese) Tokyo:Meiji daigaku syuppannkai. 

  ■Result and Discussion 

①STP analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
【Positioning】 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
②Relevancy to outreach strategy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 ■ Method 
①Analze Trump web site in 2016 by using ‘STP’ analysis 

②Examine the relationship between Trump’s web strategies  

and outreach strategies 

African, Catholic, 

entrepreneurs, 

religion vs values, 

Hispanic, elderly people, 

young people, women 

➡Values and Issues 

【Segmentation】 

■ Previous research 
‘Outreach’ is the strategy used by the candidates for gathering votes and is a very big factor of ‘polarization’ (Watanabe,2008) 

What is STP ANALYSIS? 
STP is originally a term of marketing.  

It stands for Segmentation,Targeting, and Positioning. 

This idea helps identifing  the most valuable types of customer, and then 

develop products and marketing messages that ideally suit them.       

Figure1： Plot  states Trump targeted 

【Targeting】 
Table 1: US Census Bureau's social and political parties' features of each 

state (Ida, 2017) edited  

①Large number of White Americans 

②Swing states and  Moderats in Democrats 

③Focus on the Rust Belt 

■Conclusion 

Trump’s web strategies has similarities with outreach strategy that would lead the 

US political polarizations even much deeper. 

Criticized what Obama did for 8 years and emphasized how it was awful 

Ex)OBAMA-CLINTON POLITICS HAVE HURT… 

Putting America First -- and not globalism -- will keep jobs and wealth in 

America. (From Trump site) 

■Two types in outreach strategyies (Watanabe,2008) 

①Targeting swing and modarates of his opposition party and  

persuade them to vote. 

②Targeting supporting layer and strengten it's community 

From the result of STP analysis, Trump’s 

web strategies is very similar to type① of 

outreach strategies. 

Figure 2:Trump statment on his web site 


